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SUMMARY Pairing-based cryptography has realized a lot of innova-
tive cryptographic applications such as attribute-based cryptography and
semi homomorphic encryption. Pairing is a bilinear map constructed on a
torsion group structure that is defined on a special class of elliptic curves,
namely pairing-friendly curve. Pairing-friendly curves are roughly classi-
fied into supersingular and non supersingular curves. In these years, non
supersingular pairing-friendly curves have been focused on from a secu-
rity reason. Although non supersingular pairing-friendly curves have an
ability to bridge various security levels with various parameter settings,
most of software and hardware implementations tightly restrict them to
achieve calculation efficiencies and avoid implementation difficulties. This
paper shows an FPGA implementation that supports various parameter set-
tings of pairings on non supersingular pairing-friendly curves for which
Montgomery reduction, cyclic vector multiplication algorithm, projective
coordinates, and Tate pairing have been combinatorially applied. Then,
some experimental results with resource usages are shown.
key words: elliptic curve cryptography, pairing-based cryptography, odd
characteristic, FPGA implementation

1. Introduction

Pairing-based cryptography has attracted many researchers
since it realizes a lot of innovative cryptographic applica-
tions such as ID-based cryptography [1], time-release en-
cryption [2], anonymous authentication [3], attribute-based
cryptography [4], and semi homomorphic encryption [5].
There is no need to say that it should be implemented on
various secure applications and devices for satisfying many
complicated security demands in the coming IoT (Internet
of Things) era. Such activities on pairing are based on suf-
ficient security evaluations [6]–[8] and a bilinearity between
rational point groups on elliptic curve and a multiplicative
group in a certain finite field. Therefore, the security of
pairing is based on not only elliptic curve discrete loga-
rithm problem (ECDLP) but also discrete logarithm prob-
lem (DLP). In order to bridge these problems efficiently, so-
called embedding degree plays an important role. In prac-
tice, it is chosen from 2 to 20 for balancing the problems.

Pairing requires a special curve that has a torsion
group structure and is usually called pairing-friendly curve.
Pairing-friendly curves are roughly classified into two types:
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one is supersingular curve and the other is non supersingular
curve. It is known that curves in the former class have less
embedding degrees than those in the latter one. Therefore,
sometimes the former class leads to insecure parameter set-
tings as reported in Hayashi’s report [6]. On the other hand,
elliptic curves in the latter class supports various kinds of
embedding degrees, therefore they are particularly focused
on in these years. Especially, Barreto-Naehrig (BN) curve
is recently focused on because its embedding degree is 12.
In detail, 256-bit ECDLP and 3072-bit DLP is efficiently
bridged by the embedding degree 12 of BN curve. Thus,
there are a lot of reports on efficient software and hardware
implementations of pairing on BN curve [9]–[14].

The best parameter setting around the embedding de-
grees and the sizes of ECDLP and DLP will be changed
according to the situations and environments such as de-
vice resources, security levels, and so on. Thus, the re-
searchers and developers want to simulate pairing-based
cryptographies with various parameter settings. As an effi-
cient programming library that supports pairings on several
kinds of pairing-friendly curve∗, Pairing-Based Cryptogra-
phy (PBC) [15] has been provided. Alternatively, this work
provides an environment for simulating pairings on various
kinds of pairing-friendly curve on FPGA. Since it is difficult
to achieve both calculation efficiency and scalability for pa-
rameter settings on FPGA, the first priority of this work is
to achieve a wide scalability for parameter settings.

In order to realize the scalability for parameter set-
tings together with a better computational efficiency, this
work has applied several mathematical and algorithmic tools
such as Montgomery reduction [16] for representing and ef-
ficiently calculating multi-precision arithmetic, cyclic vec-
tor multiplication algorithm (CVMA) [17] for vector multi-
plications in extension field, projective coordinates for rep-
resenting rational points and efficiently calculating elliptic
curve additions, Montgomery powering ladder [7] for se-
curely carrying out scalar multiplications of rational point,
Tate pairing for various kinds of pairing-friendly curve, and
so on. Among them, CVMA and Tate pairing play a key
role for realizing the scalability, and the other techniques
contribute to the computational efficiency. As the target
FPGA board, this work has used SAKURA-X [18] that be-
longs to the series of SASEBO (Side-channel Attack Stan-

∗As easily understood, the best calculation efficiency will be
achieved by restricting the target pairing-friendly curves.
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dard Evaluation BOard) [19]. Then, this paper shows some
experimental results on vector multiplication, scalar multi-
plication, and pairing together with their resource usages. In
order to discuss the efficiency of our implementation, some
previous works are briefly introduced; however, it basically
becomes an unfair comparison because every previous im-
plementation [13], [20] has been optimized for BN curve. In
other words, our work will be the first for supporting various
kinds of pairings on FPGA.

As a future work, this paper briefly discusses the view-
point of optimal (twisted) Ate pairing that is one of the most
efficient bilinear elliptic curve pairings.

Throughout this paper, p denotes an odd prime number.
Then, Fpm denotes its m-th extension field and F

∗
pm denotes

the multiplicative group of Fpm , that is F
∗
pm = Fpm − {0}.

2. Preliminaries

This section briefly introduces prime and extension fields,
multi-precision arithmetic, elliptic curve cryptography, and
pairing-based cryptography.

2.1 Prime Field and Characteristic Size

Pairing-based cryptography such as with Barreto-Naehrig
(BN) curve [21] requires arithmetic operations not only in
prime field Fp but also in extension field Fpm . There are four
fundamental arithmetic operations as addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division. A division is generally imple-
mented as a multiplication by the inverse element of the di-
visor. Among the four arithmetic operations a division is the
most time-consuming operation. In case of cryptography,
these arithmetic operations should be efficiently carried out
with multi-precision arithmetic operations. This work has
applied Montgomery reduction [16] and inversion [25]. As
a related technique, Montgomery trick [22] is often applied
for decreasing the number of simultaneous inversions.

In case of pairing-based cryptography defined with el-
liptic curve cryptography, the securities of elliptic curve dis-
crete logarithm problem (ECDLP) on elliptic curve and dis-
crete logarithm problem (DLP) in extension field need to
be both guaranteed efficiently. The embedding degree k in-
troduced in the following section plays a role of bridging
the securities. In recent years, the size† of ECDLP needs
to be more than 160 bits and that of DLP does more than
2048 bits. Thus, from an efficiency viewpoint, the embed-
ding degree 12 that is provided by BN curve is currently
the most efficient bridge; however, the best parameter set-
ting around the embedding degrees and the sizes of ECDLP
and DLP will be changed according to the situations end
environments such as device resources and security levels.
Actually, the embedding degrees are selected from 2 to 20.

†According to Hasse’s theorem [7], it becomes equal to the size
of characteristic p of the prime field Fp.

2.2 Extension Field

The construction of extension field Fpm over prime field Fp

basically requires an irreducible polynomial f (x) of degree
m. Extension field Fpm is understood as an m-th vector space
over Fp. Let a zero of f (x) be ω ∈ Fpm , a polynomial basis
P is defined as follows.

P = {1, ω, ω2, · · · , ωm−1}. (1)

Then, an arbitrary element A ∈ Fpm is represented as a linear
combination over Fp as follows.

A =
m−1∑
i=0

aiω
i, ai ∈ Fp. (2)

As found from the above form, it is said that a polynomial
basis is efficient for a vector multiplication. As another well-
known basis, a normal basis N is given as

N = {ω,ωp, ωp2
, · · · , ωpm−1 } (3)

for which ω needs to satisfy a certain condition [23]. In the
same of Eq. (2), an arbitrary vector in Fpm is represented as
a linear combination of basis elements in N over Fp. It is
said that normal basis is efficient for Frobenius mapping:
A→ Ap, that is just p-th power operation.

An inversion A−1 for a non-zero vector A ∈ F
∗
pm is gen-

erally calculated by Ito-Tsujii algorithm [24] as follows.

A−1 = (A · B)−1B, where B =
m−1∏
i=1

Api
. (4)

It is important that A · B in the above equation becomes the
product of all conjugates Api

, 0 ≤ i < m. Thus, it becomes
a non-zero element in Fp and therefore the above inversion
is calculated in Fp. In the same of prime field arithmetic
operations, since a division is performed by a multiplication
with the inverse element of the divisor, division is the most
time-consuming among the four fundamental arithmetic op-
erations in extension field.

In order to construct extension field arithmetic oper-
ations, as described above, an irreducible polynomial that
is used for the modular polynomial is generally required.
When various extension fields should be examined as the
motivation of this research, preparing irreducible polynomi-
als of various degrees and/or implementing calculation algo-
rithms optimized for each irreducible polynomial are often
inconvenient for researchers. In order to overcome this in-
convenience, this work applies cyclic vector multiplication
algorithm (CVMA) [17].

2.3 Multi-Precision Arithmetic Operations

This section introduces Montgomery representation and re-
duction in order to efficiently calculate multi-precision arith-
metic operations in this work.
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Algorithm 1: Montgomery reduction

Input: S , N, M, −M−1.
Output: Redc(S ).

t ← (S + (S (−M−1) mod N)M)/N.1
if t ≥ M then2

t ← t − M.3

return t4

Montgomery reduction is an algorithm that allows
multi-precision modular multiplication to be performed ef-
ficiently [16] (see Algorithm 1). The Montgomery reduc-
tion of a non-negative integer S is defined as follows, where
0 < M < N, 0 ≤ S < MN, gcd(M,N) = 1, N(N−1) ≡ 1
(mod M):

Redc(S ) = S N−1 mod M. (5)

Montgomery showed the function could be calculated
efficiently using −M−1 (where M(−M−1) ≡ −1 (mod N))
calculated in advance. Since the characteristic in our re-
search is an odd prime number, we can choose N as a 2’s
power with M = p. In this case, the Montgomery reduc-
tion algorithm no longer needs to perform modulo and di-
vision by N; they are replaced by bit operations. This re-
duces computation time especially for multi-precision mod-
ular multiplication. In order to use Montgomery reduc-
tion for modular multiplication, we convert integers into so
called Montgomery representation by multiplying N with
modulo M in advance. The Montgomery representation X
of an integer x can also be calculated by Montgomery re-
duction X = xN mod M = Redc(x(N2 mod M)), where
N2 mod M can be calculated in advance. The Montgomery
reduction of the product of two Montgomery representations
Z = Redc(XY) can be converted into a normal integer as
z = Z(N−1) mod M = Redc(Z) and z is easily shown to be
equal to xy mod M.

Montgomery also showed addition and subtraction
in Montgomery representation were the same as those
in normal representation. It means a conversion to/from
Montgomery representation has to be performed only once
for a batch of the complicated computation. The authors
have referred to Lórencz’s work [25] for Montgomery inver-
sion.

2.4 Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) whose characteristic p of
the definition field is larger than 3 is generally constructed
over the following elliptic curve E.

E : y2 = x3 + ax + b, a, b ∈ Fp. (6)

The solutions of E are called rational points. When
the rational points on the curve E are defined over Fpm , the
set of rational points including the infinity point O forms an
additive Abelian group and the group is denoted by E(Fpm ).

Let R(xR, yR) and Q(xQ, yQ) be rational points on the
curve, the addition for rational points is defined as follows.

T (xT , yT ) = R(xR, yR) + Q(xQ, yQ). (7)

λ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(3x2

R + a)/2yR if R = Q and yR � 0

(yR − yQ)/(xR − xQ) else if R � ±Q

φ otherwise

, (8a)

(
xT

yT

)
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ λ
2 − xR − xQ

λ(xR − xT ) − yR

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ if λ � φ

O otherwise

. (8b)

Corresponding to the cases of R = Q or R � Q, it is gen-
erally called elliptic curve addition (ECA) or elliptic curve
doubling (ECD), respectively. As shown in the calculations,
an inversion is required. In order to avoid the inversions,
this work applies projective coordinates [7].

Then, a scalar multiplication [s]R with a scalar s is con-
sidered as follows.

[s]R =
s−1∑
i=0

R. (9)

In case of ECC, the order of E(Fpm ) becomes as large as 160
bits, correspondingly the scalar s also becomes the same bit
length. In order to efficiently calculate a scalar multiplica-
tion Eq. (9), the well known binary method [7] is available;
however, from the security viewpoints on side channel at-
tacks, it is not recommended to apply the method as it is.
Thus, this work applies Montgomery powering ladder tech-
nique for calculating a scalar multiplication.

In what follows, the smallest number r such that [r]R =
O is called the order of rational point R and E(Fpm )[r] de-
notes the subgroup in E(Fpm ) that consists of all rational
points of order r including the infinity O.

2.5 Pairing-Based Cryptography

As previously introduced, the bilinearity of pairing has con-
tributed to many kinds of recent innovative cryptographic
applications. A pairing is defined as a two to one mapping
from two rational point groups on a certain elliptic curve
E to a multiplicative group in a certain extension field Fpk .
The extension degree k of the minimal extension field such
that the bilinear mapping is available is called embedding
degree. Then, the bilinear mapping e is defined as

e : G1 ×G2 → F
∗
pk/(F

∗
pk )

r, (10)

where G1, G2 are cyclic groups of rational points of order
r in E(Fpk ) and the residue group F

∗
pk/(F

∗
pk )

r is congruent to
the multiplicative subgroup of order r in F

∗
pk .

As an important restriction found from Eq. (10), the el-
liptic curve on which pairing is defined needs to have a tor-
sion group structure such as Zr⊕Zr of rank 2†. Thus, elliptic
curves that has a group structure of rank 2 are called pairing-
friendly curve and then the embedding degree k for order r

†It is known that the group structure of elliptic curve defined
over finite field has a group structure of rank 1 or 2.
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is decided by the minimal number such that r divides pk −1.
As one of classes of pairing-friendly curves, supersingular
curves whose embedding degrees are less than or equal to 6
are known. The embedding degrees of supersingular curves
are relatively small from those of non supersingular pairing-
friendly curves such as BN curve.

Since the smallness sometimes affects some insecu-
rity [6], non supersingular pairing-friendly curves have at-
tracted many researchers from the viewpoints of not only
cryptographic protocols but also efficient implementations
on both software [21] and hardware [21]. Currently BN
curve seems to be the most attractive because its embed-
ding degree 12 bridges the security gaps between ECDLP
and DLP the most efficiently; however, various kinds of
non supersingular pairing-friendly curves should be stud-
ied and available on both software and hardware. A library
for “paring-based cryptography (PBC)” [15] provides a pro-
gramming library that supports several kinds of pairings;
however, for hardware, researchers have only focused on
BN curve [13], [20]. It is not easy to realize an efficient im-
plementation that supports many kinds of non supersingular
pairings at the same devise.

Pairing-friendly curves are roughly classified into two
types: one is supersingular curve and the other is non super-
singular curve. Supersingular curve realizes very efficient
pairing calculations such as ηT pairing [26]; however, its
embedding degree that bridges between ECDLP and DLP
is small such as less than or equal to 6. Thus, sometimes
it leads to insecure situations [6]. On the other hand, non
supersingular pairing-friendly curves, especially BN curve,
are able to have larger embedding degree and therefore they
are recently focused on from software and hardware view-
points [13], [15].

In case of non supersingular pairing friendly curves,
Weil and Tate pairing are well known [7]. Especially for
BN curve, more efficient pairings such as optimal and Xate
pairings have been proposed [10], [11]. As found in these
efficient pairings, restricting curves and parameters leads
to more efficient but complicated implementations. On the
other hand, Weil and Tate pairings† does not restrict pairing-
friendly curves. Since the main purpose of this paper is to
provide a simulation environment on FPGA with support-
ing various kinds of pairings with various non supersingular
pairing-based curves, thus this paper implements Tate pair-
ing with efficient algorithms on FPGA.

2.5.1 Pairing-Based Cryptographic Protocols

Recent innovative cryptographic protocols such as time re-
lease encryption [2] are attribute-based authentication [4]
are realized by the bilinearity of pairing. Security proto-
cols basically request the parameter settings for pairing such
as characteristic p and the order of elliptic curve. In order
to support various kinds of pairing-based protocols, various
kinds of parameter settings of pairing should be supported

†Weil pairing is obtained by twice Tate pairing calculations.

on both software and hardware. It is one of important moti-
vations of this research to provide a simulation environment
for pairing-based protocols on FPGA.

3. Efficient Algorithmic Techniques for Various Pair-
ings

This section introduces efficient algorithmic techniques such
as cyclic vector multiplication algorithm (CVMA), projec-
tive coordinates, and Tate pairing for realizing various pair-
ings on FPGA. Especially, CVMA plays an important role
to support various parameter settings.

3.1 Cyclic Vector Multiplication Algorithm

As previously introduced, an irreducible polynomial of de-
gree m over Fp is necessary for constructing arithmetic op-
erations in extension field Fpm . Its form such as coefficients,
for example, usually affects the efficiency and complexity
of calculating and implementing the arithmetic operations.
Thus, supporting various kinds of extension fields required
for various pairings is not a simple problem.

Cyclic vector multiplication algorithm (CVMA) [17]
has been proposed to be able to overcome the above incon-
venience. CVMA has two typical features as follows. First,
CVMA does not need irreducible polynomials explicitly be-
cause the idea of CVMA is just based on cyclotomic poly-
nomial. Thus, a simple check for parameter settings is only
required. Second, a vector multiplication by CVMA only
iterates additions and multiplications by a simple routine.
Such a calculation structure is mostly suitable for hardware
implementations.

3.1.1 Parameter Settings for CVMA

When one applies CVMA for a multiplication of vectors in
Fpm , the following conditions together with an additional pa-
rameter h need to be satisfied. It is just the existence condi-
tion of Gauss period normal basis (GNB) in Fpm [23].

Condition 1 Let h be a positive integer such that q = hm+1
becomes a prime number and let θ be the order of p modulo
q. Then, Gauss period normal basis of period r exists in Fpm

if and only if gcd(θ,m) = 1. �
It is noted that, according to our previous work [17],

all of non supersingular pairing-friendly curves for cryptog-
raphy are able to be defined over extension fields that has
Gauss period normal basis††. Let {γ, γp, · · · , γpm−1 } be the
Gauss period normal basis with a certain h in Fpm , CVMA
calculates a vector multiplication as shown in Algorithm 2.
It is found that CVMA works without knowing the detail of
the GNB. As found from the algorithm, the parameter h is
preferred to be small for the calculation efficiency. In prac-
tice, as also shown in our previous work [27], h is mostly
less than 10 and thus the smallest h is easily found.
††In brief, CVMA just requires that p > m. It is satisfied for

every non supersingular pairing-friendly curves for cryptography.
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Algorithm 2: Cyclic vector multiplication algorithm

Input: X =
m−1∑
i=0

xiγ
pi
, Y =

m−1∑
i=0

yiγ
pi

, xi, yi ∈ Fp.

Output: Z = XY =
m−1∑
i=0

ziγ
pi

, zi ∈ Fp.

Preparation steps: // Preparation of the calculation table.
Prepare a primitive h-th root d of unity in Fr .1
ε[0]← m.2
for i = 0 to m − 1 do3

for j = 0 to h − 1 do4
ε[(pid j mod r)]← i.5

for i = 0 to m − 2 do6
for j = i + 1 to m − 1 do7

for l = 0 to k − 1 do8
β[i][ j][l]← ε[(pi + p jdl mod r)].9

Main steps:
for i = 0 to m do10
v[i]← 0.

for i = 0 to m − 2 do11
for j = i + 1 to m − 1 do12

u← (xi − x j)(yi − y j). //Montgomery reduction13
for l = 0 to k − 1 do14
v[β[i][ j][l]]← v[β[i][ j][l]] + u. // non mod p15

if h is odd then16
w← hv[m]. // non mod p17
for i = 0 to m − 1 do18

zi ← w − xiyi − v[i] mod p.19

else20
for i = 0 to m − 1 do21

zi ← v[i] − xiyi mod p.22

The most remarkable feature of CVMA is that, as
found from the algorithm, it supports an arbitrary pair of
p and m since it does not need any irreducible polynomi-
als as the modular polynomial. In addition, it just iterates
additions/subtractions and multiplications. The above fea-
tures are both suitable for hardware implementations. In
brief, from the viewpoint of calculation cost, CVMA needs
m(m+1)/2 multiplications at line 13 that is implemented by
Montgomery reduction technique in this work.

The modulo p operation after an addition of two inte-
gers as elements in Fp is generally implemented by a sub-
traction by p; however, this work lazily carries out such a
modulo p operation as shown in lines 15, 19, and 22.

3.2 Affine and Projective Coordinates

In case of pairing-based protocols, since a pairing calcu-
lation is the most time-consuming one among the others,
scalar multiplications defined by Eq. (9) are possibly used
so as to minimize the number of required pairing calcula-
tions. A scalar multiplication iterates elliptic curve additions
(doublings) and an elliptic addition consists of the four fun-
damental arithmetic operations in the base field including an
inversion as shown in Eqs. (8).

Then, since an inversion is the most time-consuming
among the four fundamental arithmetic operations in the
base field, projective coordinate† is often applied especially
for hardware implementation. As introduced below, an el-
liptic curve addition with projective coordinates does not re-
quire any inversions. Then, elliptic curve addition T = R+Q
and doubling [2]R = R + R with projective coordinates on
E : y2z = x3 + axz2 + bz3 are given as follows.

T (xT , yT , zT ) = R(xR, yR, zR) + Q(xQ, yQ, zQ). (11)⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
xT

yT

zT

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
λ2λ3

λ1(λ2
2xRzQ − λ3) − λ3

2yRzQ

λ3
2zRzQ

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (12a)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
λ1

λ2

λ3

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
yQzR − yQzR

xQzR − zQxR

λ2
1zRzQ − λ3

2 − 2λ2
2xRzQ

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (12b)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
x[2]R

y[2]R

z[2]R

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
λ5λ7

λ4(2λ6 − λ7) − 2(λ5yR)2

λ3
5

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (13a)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
λ4

λ5

λ6

λ7

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

az2
R + 3x2

R
2yT zT

xTyTλ5

λ2
4 − 4λ6

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (13b)

Thus, projective coordinates are used throughout the
FPGA implementation in this work. In brief, the case that
z coordinate is zero corresponds to the infinity point O. In
brief, elliptic curve addition and doubling with projective
coordinates need 14 and 11 multiplications in the base field,
respectively. They do not need any inversions.

3.3 Tate Pairing

Tate pairing [7] is available for every pairing-friendly curve.
As previously introduced, pairing requires a torsion group
structure of rank 2 defined as follows.

E(Fpk )[r] ≈ Zr ⊕ Zr, (14)

where k and r denote the embedding degree and order of
non-zero rational points in the group. Note that, for sim-
plicity, r is a prime number in this paper. In addition, as a
property of pairing, the order r divides pk − 1.

Tate pairing τ(·, ·), that is a two to one mapping, maps
two points R,Q ∈ E(Fpk )[r] to a vector A ∈ Fpk as follows.

τ(R,Q) = fr,R(Q)(pk−1)/r. (15)

In general, R and Q are rational points in G1 an G2 respec-
tively, where G1 and G2 are certain cyclic groups of ratio-
nal points of order r in E(Fpk )[r]. In practice, G1 is set by
E(Fp)[r] for efficiency since the x and y coordinates of every
rational point R ∈ G1 are elements in prime field Fp. On the
other hand, G2 is mostly defined over the embedded exten-
sion field Fpk . The bilinearity that enables recent innovative

†Equations (8) are the definition by affine coordinates.
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pairing-based applications is represented as follows.

τ([a]R, [b]Q) =
(

fr,R(Q)(pk−1)/r
)ab
= τ([a]R, [b]Q)ab.

(16)

Tate pairing defined by Eq. (15) has two calculation
parts. First, the exponentiation by (pk − 1)/r is called fi-
nal exponentiation. This work supposes to apply the well
known binary method for a part of the final exponentia-
tion [12]. Binary method has been widely used for not only
exponentiations but also scalar multiplications because it
does not restrict its applicable parameters. Then, fr,R(Q) is
actually calculated by Miller’s algorithm [28]. It has a simi-
lar structure of the binary method as shown in Algorithm 3.
It efficiently uses the line evaluations Eqs. (17), (18), and
(19), where S in the equations denotes T + P or [2]T .

LnT,R(Q) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 if T = O or R = O or Q = O
xQzT − zT else if λ2 = 0

λ1(xQzT − xT ) − λ2(yQzT − yT ) otherwise

. (17a)

LdT,R(Q) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 if T = O or R = O or Q = O
zT else if λ2 = 0

λ2zT otherwise

. (17b)

(
λ1

λ2

)
=

(
yRzT − yT
xRzT − zT

)
. (17c)

LnT,T (Q) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if T = O or Q = O
λ4(xQzT − xT ) − λ5(yQzT − yT ) otherwise

. (18a)

LdT,T (Q) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if T = O or Q = O
λ5zT otherwise

. (18b)

(
λ4

λ5

)
=

(
az2

T + 3x2
T

2yT zT

)
. (18c)

VnS (Q) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if S = O or Q = O
xQzS − xS otherwise

. (19a)

VdS (Q) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if S = O or Q = O
zS otherwise

. (19b)

As shown in Algorithm 3, it is based on the represen-
tation of rational points with projective coordinates. Thus,

Algorithm 3: Miller’s algorithm of Tate pairing

Input: R ∈ G1, Q ∈ G2.
Output: fr,R(Q).

u← 1, v← 1, T ← R.1
for i = �log2 r downto 1 do2

f ← f 2 · LnT,T (Q) · Vd[2]T (Q).3

h← h2 · Vn[2]T (Q) · LdT,T (Q).4
T ← [2]T .5
if ri = 1 then6

f ← f · LnT,R(Q) · VdT+R(Q).7
h← h · VnT+R(Q) · LdT,R(Q).8
T ← T + R.9

f ← f h−110
return f11
∗ ri denotes the i-th bit of r.

basically no inversions in the base field are required; how-
ever, it is noted that, as shown in the algorithm, Tate pair-
ing requires only one inversion at the last step for which
this work has implemented Montgomery inversion [25]. The
cost evaluation of Miller’s algorithm is not simple because
this work does not fix the target parameters. It is noted that,
as shown in the algorithm, Miller’s algorithm consists of el-
liptic curve additions and vector multiplications.

3.4 Binary Method and Montgomery Powering Ladder

As previously described, binary method has been used for
various situations of exponentiation and scalar multiplica-
tion. Binary method iterates squarings and multiplications
corresponding to the bit information of the exponent and
therefor it is recently said that binary method especially
for hardware implementation is not recommended from the
viewpoint of side channel attacks. Of course, if the expo-
nent is a public information such as the final exponentia-
tion of pairing, there is no problem to apply binary method
and thus a lot of improvements of final exponentiations, es-
pecially for the cases with BN curve, have been proposed
based on binary method [12]. Moreover, it is known that
a vector exponentiation and also scalar multiplication de-
fined over extension field are drastically improved by using
Frobenius mapping [29]; however, this paper simply applies
binary method for the final exponentiation.

On the other hand, scalar multiplications for pairing-
based cryptography are mostly operated with secret scalars.
Thus, in the same of RSA cryptography, it is said that binary
method is not recommended for scalar multiplications from
the viewpoint of side channel attacks. Thus, this work has
also considered Montgomery powering ladder (MPL) [7] as
one of countermeasures for side channel attacks. The de-
tail of MPL implementation is shown in Appendix A. It
should be noted that this paper mainly deals with pairing
implementation.

4. FPGA Implementation and Experimental Results

This section introduces our implementation of pairing on
FPGA and shows some experimental results. After that, this
paper briefly discusses the viewpoint of optimal (twisted)
Ate pairing that is one of the most efficient bilinear elliptic
curve pairings.

4.1 Target FPGA Board: SAKURA-X

Figure 1 is the appearance of the target board SAKURA-
X [18] that belongs to the series of SASEBO (Side-channel
Attack Standard Evaluation BOard) [19]. Thus, it is ar-
ranged for attacking side channel information during cryp-
tographic calculations on the boards. On the target board
SAKURA-X, this work has implemented Tate pairing avail-
able for various parameter sets together with CVMA, where
their theoretic parts has been introduced in the previous sec-
tions. Thus, one of our future works will be attacking its
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Fig. 1 Appearance of SAKURA-X simulation board.

Table 1 Environment for development.

Item Description

OS Windows 7
Simulation tool ModelSim SE 6.6D
Synthesize tool ISE Foundation (ISE Service Pack 14.6)

Development language Verilog HDL
Board SAKURA-X (SASEBO-GIII) [18]

FPGAs on board Kintex-7 (XC7K160T)
Spartan-6 (XC6SLX45)

Compiler/Library gcc(GCC) 4.8.3, lgmp
GUI Application Microsoft Visual Studio Professional 2013
development tool

Table 2 Operation frequency.

Operation Frequency [MHz]

LBUS I/F Clock 24
CVMA 50
ECC (see Appendix A) 50
Miller’s algorithm 50

side channel information during pairing calculations.
This paper mainly shows the implementation of Tate

pairing; however, as described in this paper, CVMA, el-
liptic curve addition by projective coordinates, and scalar
multiplication by Montgomery powering ladder (see Ap-
pendix A) were also implemented on SAKURA-X.

Tables 1 and 2 respectively show the computational en-
vironment and operation frequencies. Table 3 also shows
the computational resources of Kintex-7. Then, CVMA and
Tate pairing are implemented on Kintex-7.

4.2 Implementation on SAKURA-X

This section briefly introduces parameters and initializations
of our implementation.

4.2.1 Parameters and Initializations

Our implementation needs the following parameters and ini-
tializations. They are firstly inputted and performed.

Parameters:
[CVMA]

• characteristic p and embedding (extension) degree k.

Fig. 2 Block image of CVMA.

• parameter h such that Condition 1 is satisfied.

[Montgomery reduction]

• N as a power of 2, this paper sets N = 278.
• M = p, M−1 mod N (actually p−1 mod 278).

Initializations:

• Calculation table of CVMA
(preparation steps, Algorithm 2).

4.2.2 CVMA and Vector Exponentiation

Figure 2 shows the design of CVMA block that basically
consists of calculating a table (CVMA Table), iterating addi-
tions/subtractions/multiplications, and Montgomery reduc-
tion for multiplications. In detail, the iterations are carried
out according to the schedule stored in the table and each
multiplication in the iterations is carried out by Montgomery
reduction. In this work, CVMA is also used for the final ex-
ponentiation of Tate pairing, where the exponent is a fixed
number as shown in Eq. (15).

Then, Table 3 shows the computational resources re-
quired for the CVMA block. As found in Fig. 2, it also in-
cludes Montgomery reduction block and thus the resources
for Montgomery reduction are also shown in the table.

4.2.3 Miller’s Algorithm for Pairing

Figure 3 shows the design of Miller’s algorithm that consists
of iterating vector additions/subtractions/multiplications,
Montgomery inversion, and CVMA block. Miller’s al-
gorithm Algorithm 3 is written with elliptic curve ad-
ditions and doublings; however, they are broken down
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Fig. 3 Block image of Miller’s algorithm.

Table 3 Number of circuit blocks used in Kintex-7.
Usage

Circuit block Resource CVMA Miller’s algorithm
(including CVMA)

Slice LUTs 101,400 12,911 13% 68,301 67%
(5,709)

Slice Registers 202,800 9,114 4% 42,129 21%
(4,088)

Occupied Slices 25,350 4,305 17% 20,438 81%
(1,846)

RAMB36+RAMB18 325 33 3% 153 16%
(0)

BUFG (clock buffer) 650 0 0% 2 6%
(0)

DSP48E 32 143 24% 233 39%
(45)

Remark: The data in ( ) shows the resources used for Montgomery reduction.
The detail of circuit blocks are introduced in the manual of Kintex-7 [30].

into more fundamental arithmetic such as vector addi-
tions/subtractions and multiplications when it is imple-
mented on FPGA. Vector multiplications in the iteration are
carried out by CVMA and finally a vector division (a mul-
tiplication after an inversion, see line 10 in Algorithm 3) is
carried out.

Then, Table 3 shows the computational resources re-
quired for the Miller’s algorithm implementation. It is noted
that a part of the final exponentiation is carried out by binary
method with CVMA (see [12]).

4.3 Experimental Results

This section especially observes the calculation times of an
exponentiation on CVMA and Miller’s algorithm of Tate
pairing with various parameter settings. It is the most signif-

icant contribution of this work that pairings for various pa-
rameter settings are able to be simulated on the same FPGA
board. The reason why this simulation separately deals with
Miller’s algorithm and the final exponentiation is that, as
previously introduced, most of improvements for the final
exponentiation are separately discussed [12].

4.3.1 Calculation Time of an Exponentiation

Table 4 shows the calculation time for a vector multiplica-
tion with CVMA and the average calculation time for an
exponentiation with CVMA, where the exponent for the lat-
ter is chosen from 256-bit random numbers. As shown in
Eq. (15), the bit length of the exponent basically becomes

L =
⌈
log2

(
(pk − 1)/r

)⌉
. (20)

If the target is BN curve of 256-bit characteristic p, the bit
length L becomes more than 2800 bits because k = 2 and
log2 r ≈ 256. Thus, if any other improvements for the fi-
nal exponentiation are not applied, the target bit length of
the binary method becomes the above L. However, as intro-
duced in Sect. 3.4, recent improvements achieve to reduce
the actual bit length of the final exponentiation to almost
the bit length of characteristic p [12]. Thus, this simulation
has concentrated to demonstrate 256-bit exponentiations for
each parameter setting.

According to the result, it is found that the parameter h
of CVMA slightly affects the calculation time on the same
embedding degree k. Thus, in the following simulations, the
smallest h is only focused on for each parameter settings of
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Table 4 Average calculation times of a multiplication and an 256-bit
exponentiation∗ in Fpk with CVMA (the size of p is fixed to 256-bit).

k h multiplication [μs] exponentiation [ms]

2 3 1.28 0.86
3 2 2.06 2.17
4 7 3.16 4.49
5 2 4.38 7.87
6 3 5.92 12.67
7 4 7.70 19.54
8 2 9.66 28.32
9 2 11.90 38.79

10 3 14.40 53.27
11 2 17.10 69.74
12 1 20.04 89.07
12 8 20.18 90.24
18 11 43.00 288.82
20 5 52.44 392.65
20 14 52.76 395.93
∗ every exponent is randomly chosen from 256-bit numbers.

Table 5 Average calculation time of Miller’s algorithm for Tate pairing.

k h �log2 r� [bits] k�log2 p� [bits] Miller’s algorithm [ms]

4 1 255 1020 8.18
5 6 203 1015 12.26
6 2 183 1098 17.62
7 4 166 1162 19.72
8 2 130 1040 21.18
9 2 223 2007 26.08

10 7 202 2020 26.24
11 2 217 2387 36.67
12 1 170 2040 46.63
12 1 250 3000 40.39
12 3 254 3048 40.43
12 6 250 3000 40.77
14 2 83 1162 33.89
14 9 221 3094 44.79
15 4 203 3045 44.15
16 1 163 2608 53.73
18 2 164 2952 56.52

p and k. By the way, from the viewpoint of software im-
plementation, the calculation cost of CVMA has been dis-
cussed in our precious work [27].

4.3.2 Calculation Time of Miller’s Algorithm

Table 5 shows the calculation time of Miller’s algorithm of
Tate pairing. When k = 12 and 254-bit characteristic p, that
is a case of BN curve, Miller’s algorithm is carried out for
about 40 ms. It is said that it is enough practical together
with the parameter scalability of this implementation.

Table 6 shows a comparison of the calculation time of
only Miller’s algorithm with BN curve of 256-bit order and
embedding degree 12. Yao et al.’s work [13] is the latest
report of FPGA implementation of optimal ate pairing [10]
with BN curve. The most important difference between ours
and Yao’s is the type of pairing. It is roughly said that
Miller’s algorithm calculation of optimal ate pairing is four
times more efficient than that of Tate pairing. In addition,
in the case of BN curve, the calculations at lines 4, 8 and a

Table 6 Comparison of Miller’s algorithm with previous works
(BN curve of 254-bit order with embedding degree 12).

Design �log2 r Platform Freq. Pairing Delay
[MHz] [ms]

Ours 254 Xilinx 50 Tate 40.43
(Kintex-7)

[13] 254 Xilinx 210 optimal ate [10] 0.176
(Virtex-6)

[20] 256 Xilinx 50 Tate 26.9∗
(Virtex-4) ate 18.8∗

R-ate [9] 12.8∗
∗ estimated by the authors.

multiplication by the inverse h−1 at line 10 of Algorithm 3
does not required because they are canceled by the final ex-
ponentiation. This cancellation yields twice more efficiency.
Thus, for Ghosh et al.’s work [20], we can give a reasonable
comparison with the data on Table 6, where Miller’s algo-
rithm calculation of R-ate pairing [9] is also four times more
efficient than that of Tate pairing. Although it is difficult
to fairly compare them as introduced, it is concluded that
our implementation with a wide parameter scalability could
have reached to the same efficiency level.

4.4 Viewpoint of Optimal Ate Pairing

For some embedding degrees, optimal (twisted) Ate pairing
realizes a quite efficient bilinear mapping [10], [13], [31],
[32]. The most popular target is of course BN curve whose
embedding degree 12 because it is not only efficient but also
appropriate for the near future security level.

One of the important contributions of optimal (twisted)
Ate pairing is to reduce the number of calculation loops in
Miller’s algorithm. In the case of BN curve, compared to the
case of Tate pairing, it is reduced to 1/4; however, it is not a
problem for our implementation. Another one is, that gives
a difficult problem for our implementation as it is, to effi-
ciently support proper subfield arithmetic operations. In the
case of BN curve for example, optimal (twisted) Ate pairing
requires that arithmetic operations not only in Fp12 but also
in Fp2 are distinguishably operated. Since the purpose of
this paper is to support various pairing-friendly curve with
Tate pairing, it is not actually optimized for the above re-
quirement. It is one of the most important future challenges
of this work.

5. Conclusion

This paper has proposed an FPGA implementation that sup-
ports various parameter settings of pairings on non super-
singular pairing-friendly curves for which Montgomery re-
duction, cyclic vector multiplication algorithm, projective
coordinates, and Tate pairing have been used. Then, some
experimental results with resource usages were shown. Our
implementation supports pairing-related operations such as
pairing calculation, vector exponentiation, and scalar mul-
tiplication for various parameter settings such as character-
istic p less than 256 bits and embedding degrees 2 to 20
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with non supersingular pairing-friendly curves. Since it is
a hardware implementation, its side-channel security should
be strictly evaluated as a future work. In addition, a more
optimization such as for optimal Ate pairing is also our im-
portant future work.
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Algorithm 4: Montgomery powering ladder

Input: R ∈ E(Fpk )[r], s (0 ≤ s < r).
Output: [s]R.

T0 ← O, T1 ← R.1
for i = �log2 s downto 0 do2

if si = 1 then3
T0 ← T0 + T1, T1 ← T1 + T1.4

else5
T1 ← T0 + T1, T0 ← T0 + T0.6

return T07
∗ si denotes the i-th bit of scalar s.
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Table A· 1 Average calculation time of a scalar multiplication∗ in E(Fpk )
with Montgomery powering ladder (the size of p is fixed to 256-bit).

k h k�log2 p� EC addition [ms] MPL [ms]

1 2 256 0.02 10.19
2 3 512 0.03 15.58
3 2 768 0.04 22.18
4 7 1024 0.06 30.90
6 3 1536 0.10 52.13

12 1 3072 0.30 151.64
18 11 4608 0.60 309.10
20 5 5120 0.73 372.81
∗ scalars for scalar multiplications are set by 256-bit random numbers.

curve doublings and the same number of additions.
Table A· 1 shows the average calculation time for a

scalar multiplication with Montgomery powering ladder,
where the scalars are randomly chosen from 256-bit num-
bers. It is noted that scalar multiplications of our implemen-
tation are carried in E(Fpk ). Our implementation supports
various pair of p and k. When p is a 256-bit prime and
k = 20 as shown in the table, the security bits becomes more
than 5000. It is too strong from the viewpoint of ECC se-
curity. Thus, Table A· 1 just demonstrates the scalability of
our implementation from which it is observed that the calcu-
lation time of course increases as the security bits k�log2 p�
becomes longer.
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